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• Modeling in the natural sciences

• Step 1: From materials to models

• Electrons and their correlations: 
Hubbard model, Dynamical mean-field theory

• Step 2: From models back to materials

• Correlated electrons in nonequilibrium

Outline



Modeling in the natural sciences

Observation       Interpretation        Modeling→ 



Microcosmos Macrocosmos

Observation and interpretation

- What do we observe ?

- How can it be explained ?

Requires idealization and abstraction models

Microcosmos Macrocosmos

Observation and interpretation



Pablo Picasso – The Bull (1945)

Modeling in the arts



Weighing scale

Model (Archimedes):

lever principle

Every-day use

The art of modeling



Papin (1680)
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Steam engine

Every-day use

Simple models

The art of modeling



Electromagnetism

vortices

J. C. Maxwell (1857):

"I have been grinding at … a vortical theory of magnetism 

and electricity which is very crude but has some merits."

Maxwell’s mechanical model of electromagnetism: 
Vortices in a molecular medium

layers of particles

representing electricity

electrical current of particles A→ B
→ rotation of vortices gh

→ opposite motion of particles above gh

(induced opposite electric current) → 0

= B A
A B

The art of modeling

→ displacement current Maxwell equations: 1865/1884

Mechanical models: generally employed



Mechanical model for the coupling between two electrical circuits

Electromagnetism

Most models are

not successful

“It seems to me that the test of 

‘Do we or do we not understand a particular point in physics ?’ is, 

‘Can we make a mechanical model of it ?’ “ Lord Kelvin (1884)

Boltzmann (1891)

The art of modeling Mechanical models: generally employed



Example: Iron (Fe)

Properties of solids

Macroscopic level: Magnetization M(T)

T TC

Observation:

How to explain the

• origin of ferromagnetism in Fe

• T-dependence of the magnetization M ?

Microscopic level:

O(1023) interacting electrons + ions

The art of modeling



Example: Iron (Fe)

Microscopic level:

Properties of solids

Macroscopic level:

maximal simplification needed: modeling

(… more art than science)

Which microscopic model can explain ferromagnetism in Fe ?

The art of modeling



Step 1: From materials to models

Ferromagnetism in transition metals, e.g., Fe
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Weiss model of magnetic domains (1906)

Alignment of “elementary magnets” in each domain 

due to a “molecular field“

(Weiss mean field)

Microscopic origin ?

Search for a microscopic theory of metallic ferromagnetism



Z. Physik 31, 253 (1925)
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Exact solution in d=1: no ferromagnetic order (also in d=3 ?!)

Ising model (1925) 

But: Magnetism is a quantum effect Bohr (1911), van Leeuwen (1919)

Classical spin model

Search for a microscopic theory of metallic ferromagnetism



Z. Physik 49, 619 (1928)

But: Electrons are mobile Bloch (1929)

Heisenberg model (1928)

Weiss molecular field originates from

quantum-mechanical exchange processes
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→ include kinetic energy + non-magnetic Coulomb interaction + spin

Quantum spin model

Search for a microscopic theory of metallic ferromagnetism



Next step: Electronic (“itinerant”) lattice model of ferromagnetism ?

Took 34 years!

1929

Investigation of “the many-body problem” required development of 

1) mathematical techniques

field-theoretical / diagrammatic methods (Schwinger/Feynman/Migdal/…)

2) physical concepts

- screening of the long-range Coulomb interaction

- metal-insulator transitions (Mott, 1949)

- quasiparticles and Fermi liquid theory (Landau, 1956)

- superconductivity (Bardeen, Cooper, Schrieffer, 1957)

- localized magnetic moments in metals (Anderson, 1961)
→ “single-impurity Anderson model“

…



Single-impurity Anderson model Anderson (1961)

Non-interacting

conduction (s-) electrons

+
Immobile d-electrons with

interaction U on a single site ("impurity")

E =  0                    εd 2εd+U

or

U

t

local moment



Single-impurity Anderson model Anderson (1961)

Non-interacting

conduction (s-) electrons

+
Immobile d-electrons with

interaction U on a single site ("impurity")

s,d-hybridization

Bulla, Hewson, Pruschke (1998)
U

half-filled band

+U

t

“Abrikosov-Suhl/Kondo resonance” at EF

due to spin-flip scattering:

non-perturbative energy scale

Characteristic 3-peak structure
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Metallic ferromagnetism
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Ni

TC

Why do correlated itinerant electrons

show localized-spin ferromagnetism?

Weiss, Forrer (1926) McWhan, Menth, Remeika, Brinkman, Rice (1973)

Mott metal-insulator transition

Why does a metal-insulator transition occur? 

V2O3

Ni,V 3d electrons form narrow bands (“correlated”): How to model?

Two fundamental, unsolved problems

Beginning of the 1960s



Electrons and their correlations:
Hubbard model and dynamical mean-field theory



AB A B

quantifies correlations

AB A B−

“Correlations“ are present when

Wigner (1934)

Definition of electronic correlations (I): 
Effects beyond factorization of the interaction (Hartree-Fock)

e.g., 
2( ) ( ') ( ) ( ')n n n n n =r r r r

“Narrow band” systems :              

Coulomb interaction dominates electronic correlations important

kin intW E E



Electronic correlations in the periodic table of elements



Correlated electron materials have unusual properties

• huge resistivity changes

• gigantic volume anomalies

• colossal magnetoresistance

• high-Tc superconductivity, …

• sensors, switches

• thermoelectrics

• high-Tc superconductor devices

• functional materials, e.g., oxide heterostructures

Properties + abundance + stabilility→ technological potential as

- How to explain these properties ?

- Minimal electronic model ?



Gutzwiller (1963)

Hubbard (1963)

Kanamori (1963)• tight binding

• extreme screening presumed: 

local interaction allowed

by Pauli principle

→ no classical analogue

Hubbard model

Minimal lattice model of correlated electrons

Simulation by fermionic atoms in an optical lattice Theo: Jaksch et al. (1998)

Exp:   Köhl et al. (2005)

Bloch, Dalibard, Zwerger (2008)

Köhl, Esslinger (2006)“many-body tool box”



Gutzwiller (1963)

Hubbard (1963)

Kanamori (1963)• tight binding

• extreme screening presumed: 

local interaction allowed

by Pauli principle

→ no classical analogue

Hubbard model

Diagonal in 

momentum space

(waves)

Diagonal in 

position space

(particles)

,
,     UH n D D n n




 

= + = k i i i i
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• How to solve ?

• No fully numerical solution possible

• Find good approximation (mean-field theory ?)

Single-band model:

Minimal lattice model of correlated electrons



1. Construction by factorization 

→

- Spin models (finite range interaction), e.g., Ising

Factorization (Weiss MFT) 

Mean-Field Theory (MFT)

- Electronic models (local interaction), e.g., Hubbard

Factorization (Hartree MFT) 

mean field

U n nn U n
  

→i i i i

mean field

JS S J S S→ ji j i

- Spin S

- Range of interaction R 

- Spatial dimension d or coordination number Z


2. Construction by exaggeration 

→

→

mean field



Mean-field theory of the Hubbard model

Metzner, DV (1989)

( )

n n n n
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Quantum fluctuations 

neglected → static 

(no correlations)

Local quantum 

fluctuations always 

present → dynamic

Thou shalt not factorize:

Hartree(-Fock)

†

, ,
 


 

= +−  H c c n nt Ui j i i
i j i

Purely local interaction: independent of d,Z

→ factorize?



Mean-field theory of the Hubbard model

Metzner, DV (1989)

†

, ,
 


 

= +−  H c c n nt Ui j i i
i j i

,d Z→⎯⎯⎯→
- local quantum dynamics retained

- what simplifications arise?

- what type of MFT is obtained?

Purely local interaction: independent of d,Z



Mean-field theory of the Hubbard model

( )

Müller-Hartmann (1989)

Metzner, DV (1989)

†

, ,
 


 

= +−  H c c n nt Ui j i i
i j i

Strong diagrammatic

simplifications

Effective single-site problem

Purely local interaction: independent of d,Z



mutually

dependent

Self-consistent mean-field theory

Georges, Kotliar (1992), Jarrell (1992)

( )

Mean-field theory of the Hubbard model

Self-consistent mean-field theory

†

, ,
 


 

= +−  H c c n nt Ui j i i
i j i

Metzner, DV (1989)

→ Dynamical mean-field theory

Hubbard model single-impurity Anderson model

+ self-consistency condition

→⎯⎯⎯→,d Z

Strong diagrammatic

simplifications

Janiš (1991)

Purely local interaction: independent of d,Z



Dynamical mean-field theory (DMFT)

→ describes quantum dynamics exactly, mean-field in position space

• Thermal excitations included

• New type of MFT for quantum particles

• Generic MFT of the Hubbard model

• Exact in ,d Z →

Non-local extensions of DMFT possible

( , ) k ( )
Kotliar, DV (2004) 



E
Ed+U/2Ed-U/2

U

Ed

lower

Hubbard band

incoherent

upper

Hubbard band

incoherent

Excitations at 

Fermi level

(quasiparticles)

Characteristic features of DMFT

coherent

Density of states/Spectral function

( , ) k ( )
Kotliar, DV (2004) 



U

Experimentally detectable 

(PES, ARPES, …)

Definition of electronic correlations (II):

• lead to transfer of spectral weight

• finite lifetime of excitations

Characteristic features of DMFT

Density of states/Spectral function

( , ) k ( )
Kotliar, DV (2004) 



Application of DMFT
Mott metal-insulator transition
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lower

Hubbard band

upper

Hubbard band

quasiparticles

Mott metal-insulator transition

Intermediate-coupling problem



→

Paramagnetic
Mott insulator

P

Mott metal-insulator transition: phase diagram

V2O3

κ-organics, ...

Kotliar, DV (2004)

(metal)



V2O3

P →

McWhan, Menth, Remeika, Brinkman, Rice (1973)

Paramagnetic
Mott insulator

Fermi liquid

Critical point

Kotliar, DV (2004)

V2O3

κ-organics, ...

U

(metal)

Mott metal-insulator transition: phase diagram

→

→P



Pustogow et al. (2021, in press) 

Rösslhuber et al. (2021, in press) 

Paramagnetic
Mott insulator

Fermi liquid

Critical point

V2O3

κ-organics, ...

Kotliar, DV (2004)

U

(metal)

Mott metal-insulator transition: phase diagram

→P



Step 2: From models back to materials
Application of DMFT to correlated materials



Combination ?

, GGA

Non-perturbative approaches for real materials
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+
Local electronic correlations

Double counting correction

(Many-body theory: DMFT)

LDA+DMFT Anisimov et al. (1997)

Lichtenstein, Katsnelson (1998)

Material specific electronic structure
(Density functional theory: LDA, GGA)

Computational scheme for correlated electron materials

=

-

Simplest approach:



Early application of LDA+DMFT 

(Sr,Ca)VO3: 3d1 system



Theory
Electronic structure

180V VO − − = 

162V VO − −  

No correlation effects (spectral transfer)



LDA+DMFT results

Constrained LDA:

U=5.55 eV, J=1.0 eV
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Osaka – Augsburg – Ekaterinburg collaboration:

Sekiyama et al. (2004)

Pavarini et al. (2004)



→ occupied states

→ unoccupied states

LDA+DMFT for (Sr,Ca)VO3: Comparison with experiment (Spring-8 beamline)

Correlation-induced

3-peak structure

confirmed

Constrained LDA:

U=5.55 eV, J=1.0 eV
Osaka – Augsburg – Ekaterinburg collaboration: Sekiyama et al. (2004, 2005)



- 3d transition-metals and their oxides

- f electron systems

- iron pnictides, chalcogenides, …

Bulk materials

DMFT investigations of correlated materials

Often accurate in d=3, e.g., 

compressibility of fermionic atoms in 3D optical lattices

http://gamediv1.weebly.com

Schneider et al. (2008)T tT t

Heterostructures, layers, surfaces

Assmann et al. (2013)

Molecular electronics, ligand binding

Jacob, Haule, Kotliar (2010)

Ni 

dimer

Cu nanowire Cu nanowire

Cu2O2

Hemocyanin protein

al-Badri et al. (2020)

Heme molecule 
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Weber et al. (2014)

Binding/transport of O2 in biology via

Correlations in topological materials



Correlated electrons in nonequilibrium



Perfetti et al. (2006)

   

metal

insulator

1T-TaS2
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Nonequilibrium states generated in

- pump-probe experiments

- ultrafast photoemission spectroscopies (PES) 

- ramps/interaction quenches in optical lattices, …

Requires: Nonequilibrium theory of correlated bulk materials

Nonequilibrium DMFT Schmidt, Monien (2002)

Freericks, Turkowski, Zlatić (2006)
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→ new interaction-induced time scales

trigonal, layered, correlated 

T<180K: Mott insulator

Time-resolved PES & nonequilibrium DMFT:

doublon population/doublon-hole recombination measured & explained

Avigo et al. (2018)

+ +

Application:

Ultrafast doublon dynamics in photoexcited 1T-TaS2
Ligges et al. (2018)

Aoki, Tsuji, Eckstein, Kollar, Oka, Werner (2014)

Nonequilibrium states generated in

- pump-probe experiments

- ultrafast photoemission spectroscopies (PES) 

- ramps/interaction quenches in optical lattices, …
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- photo-induced phase transitions (MIT, CDW, SC, etc.)

- strong-field physics

- dynamical stabilization, …

Current & Future

Nonequilibrium states generated in

- pump-probe experiments

- ultrafast photoemission spectroscopies (PES) 

- ramps/interaction quenches in optical lattices, …

Aoki, Tsuji, Eckstein, Kollar, Oka, Werner (2014)

→ new interaction-induced time scales



Correlated electron materials:

• Very common in nature

• Theoretical investigations require modeling (even today)



ca. 160 lecture notes freely available on:

https://www.cond-mat.de/events/correl.html

FOR 1346 Research Unit

(2010-2017)


